KEY POINTS
Kalbeliyas are people who make the snake dance by playing the bean.

Snake charmers could cure people bitten by snake and could remove poisonous
teeth (fungs) of the snake.

Kalbeliya dance have movements similar to the dance of the snakes.
Some snakes are poisonous and some are non poisonous.

Answer the following
Q1. Who are Kalbeliyas?

Kalbeliyas are people who make the snakes dance by playing the been.
Q2. How could snake charmers help people in village where doctors and hospitals were
for away?
Snake charmers keep medicines made from the plants collected from the forests,
Which can cure many diseases including snake bites and they treat people in villages
where hospitals are far away.
Q3. What are the two kinds of snakes
1. Poisonous snake
2. Non poisonous snake
Q4. Name few poisonous snakes
1. Cobra

2. Common Krait

3. Russel’s viper

4. Saw – Scaled viper

Q5. Name few Non- poisonous snakes
1. Python

2. Red sand

3.Green Keelback

4.Anaconda

Q6. Draw and explain: Fangs of a Poisonous snake

When the snake bites the poison from the poisonous bag enters our body through
the fangs and attacks our Nervous system.
Q7. Like snake charmer, which other people depend on animals for their livelihood?
Besides snake charmers many people like poultry – farmers ,washerman, monkey
trainer, fortune teller ,tongawala etc depend on animals for their livelihood.
Q8. Why has the government made laws that no one catch, kill or pet wild animals?
The Government has made laws that one can catch, kill or pet wild animals
because they are getting endangered.
They must be protected and reserved for future.
Q9. What is specialty of Kalbeliya dance?
Kalbeliya dance has movements similar to the dance of snake.

Q10. Have you ever seen animals being used entertaining of people? When and where
did you see this ?

Yes, in circus, parks, roadside and some in our colony. I have seen many animals used
for entertainment of people.
Q11. What is called Poaching? Who are known as Poachers?

The illegal killing of animals is called Poaching and people who do this are known as
Poachers.
Q12. What is called Anti venom?
Snake poison (Venom) is used to create a medicine called Anti venom that is used to
save the lives of people bitten by snake.
Q13. What are the symptoms of snakes?









Two puncture wound.
Swelling and redness around the wound
Pain at the bite
Difficulty in breathing
Vomiting and nausea
Blurred vision
Sweating and salivating
Numbness on the face and limbs

Q14. What is PETA and PFA?
PETA – People for the ethical treatment of animal
PFA – People for animals
Wild protection bodies have come forward to protest against the use of animals in a
circus.
PETA and PFA discourage the use animals for entertainment sports and
experimentation.
Q15. How are animals trained to perform in Circus?
Animals like Lion, Elephant, Bear and Monkeys are used to entertain people.
These animals are trained to do breathing acts. To be trained to do such acts the animals
are beaten, starved and often tied with chains. They are kept in small cages which are
not cleaned regularly. They do not get rest. The claws and nails of the animals are mostly
removed so that the trainer does not get hurt.
Q16. What is Project Tiger?
The government started programme to give protection to tigers in various part of India
is called “Project Tiger”.
Q17. What are steps taken by the government to conserver wild life?
Tough measures to save wild life have been introduced

For example
 A hunting of animals is completely banned.
Killing animals is now considered a punishable offence.
A large number of national parks and wild life sanctuaries have been set up.
Preventing deforestation is another way of preserving wild life.
Wild life is observed to educate people (October 1 to October 8).
Q18. What First – Aid should be given to the victim of a snake bite?
We can give the following first aids in case of snake bite.
Tie a rope or piece of cloth or a bandage just above the bite this will slowdown the
movement of the infection towards the hurt.
Take the victim to a doctor. Anti venom injection may be necessary.
Match the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kalbelya dance – People for the ethical treatment of animals (5)
Cobra – Non poisons snake (3)
Anaconda – Poisons snake (2)
Poacher – Similar to the dance of snake (1)
PETA – People who kill animals (4)

Fill in the blanks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Snake poison is used as medicine called Anti venom.
The illegal killing of animals is called Poaching .
The Poisonous teeth of the snakes are called Fangs.
Kalbeliyas are people who make the snakes dance by playing the Been.
Wild life week is observed in the first week of October.
*************

